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Position Paper Excerpt -  MBMS Bell Schedule -  

Impact on Social, Emotional Learning and Electives 
 
On February 16th, the Manhattan Beach Music Coalition published a full Position Paper on the MBMS 
Bell Schedule. That document can be found at: 
https://mbmusiccoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/MBMS-Schedule-Position-Paper-Final.pdf 
 
Because our in-depth look at the issues surrounding the MBMS Bell Schedule was lengthy, each core 
aspect of the paper is being made available in shorter, stand alone excerpts. Below you will find the 
discussion of How Social, Emotional Learning and Electives are Impacted by the Proposed MBMS Bell 
Schedules. To read the excerpt on Workable Alternatives to the Proposed Bell Schedule  or Conflict 
Between the Bell Schedule and the District’s Obligation to Provide a Well Rounded Education, go to 
MBMusicCoalition.org, select “Parent Resources” and go to “Position Papers” on the “Resources” tab. 
 
 
Summary of MB Music Coalition’s Position 
 
For all the perceived and stated priorities that are potentially improved by the proposed MBMS bell 
schedules, the overall detriment to the district curriculum far exceeds any benefit that has been touted 
by the administration. It is undisputed that the proposed MBMS bell schedules would eliminate essential 
access to electives. Therefore, any laudable benefits come at too great a price. None of the potential 
costs – financial, social or educational –  have been analyzed, rendering the promised savings nothing 
more than theoretical. Most problematically, the overall wellness of the student population is 
improperly ignored. While the current bell schedule has its issues, neither proposed schedule addresses 
these deficiencies in an acceptable way. At the same time, alternative schedules that do have the 
potential to meet all stated needs were apparently never considered. Any solution must bring the 
positive revisions without sacrificing the good things that already exist at MBMS. For these reasons, we 
are compelled to conclude that both proposed bell schedules are fatally flawed, and should not be 
adopted by the District because they are not right for our community, as a whole, or for MBMS students, 
in particular. 
 
Furthermore, our recommendation is for the formation of a more robust and representative committee 
that will look at the issue afresh, and take into account the perspectives of all impacted parties 
(including administrators, teachers, parents and students), consider alternative structures that would 
meet all needs, and incorporate into the effort the impact of the imminent, state-imposed later start 
times for the high school. This newly formed, representative effort should be able to arrive at an 
informed, equitable solution that addresses all needs.  
 
Fortunately, the opportunity exists to include all stakeholders and still reach a relatively timely 
resolution.   The combination of the impact of SB 328 (Late Start Times), the relatively positive student 

 



 
experience of the current block schedules at the Secondary level necessitated by the pandemic1 and the 
need to negotiate a new teacher contract should facilitate the urgency required to identify the optimal 
solution to benefit all students. 
 
 
Background 
 
At the first Board meeting of 2021, the MBMS Bell Schedule Committee proposed a change to the 22 
year old Bell Schedule.  It is their recommendation that 1 period/subject be eliminated from the 
schedule for the upcoming school year beginning in August 2021, resulting in a reduction from 7 periods 
per day to 6 periods. Two options were presented: “5 day stacked” and “3 day stacked/2 day block”.  
 
Ostensibly, the main reasons for this change were supposedly the need for increased provision for 
“Structured Enrichment & Remediation”; “Advisory Time” and “Increased Overall Instructional Time” as 
well as “Teacher Collaboration”.  These needs were presented as “Non-Negotiables”.2 
 
 
Potential Impact of 7 Subjects vs. 6 Subjects on SEL at MBMS 
 
One of the most prominent points raised in the Bell Schedule Presentation was that the proposed 
schedule was needed to accommodate “new” requirements for Social and Emotional Learning (SEL), and 
that the proposed bell schedules were mandated in order for the District to comply with new SEL 
requirements.  There were several moments during the presentation that suggested, or boldly claimed, 
that choosing one of these proposed bell schedules was in fact mandated by new laws imposing such a 
requirement. For example, one slide had “State Mandate” directly paired with “Social Emotional 
Learning.” 3 One Presenter stated, “we have a social, emotional learning component that is now a state 
mandated component to our school schedule.” 4  And next to a slide that stated “Advisory (Social 
Emotional Learning)” a Presenter said, “Regardless of any permission to move forward on the 6 period 
day, this is something that the State has mandated, and right now in our current schedule we don't have 
an allocated time for it.” 5  Indeed throughout the presentation was the implication that a dedicated 
Advisory time was the only way SEL curriculum could be delivered. 
 
The general impression that the Bell Schedule Presentation provided was that the District is being 
required to create a dedicated “SEL” block of time, such as a fixed class period, that focuses on SEL. 
What is actually required is that SEL be brought more comprehensively into the entire school day.  
 
According to the California Department of Education, “There is a growing body of research proving that 
SEL is fundamental to academic success and must be woven into the work of every teacher in every 

1 In the most recent School Site Council Survey, Mira Costa students indicated a two thirds majority across all grades in favor of maintaining 
some sort of modified block schedule next year.  
2 Bell Schedule Presentation to the Board of Trustees dated 1/13/21. 
3 Bell Schedule Presentation to the Board of Trustees, dated 1/13/21 at timestamp 2:17-2:20. 
4 Bell Schedule Presentation to the Board of Trustees, dated 1/13/21 at timestamp 8:09-8:17. 
5 Bell Schedule Presentation to the Board of Trustees, dated 1/13/21 at timestamp 13:15-13:30. 
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classroom and every after school and summer learning program, if we truly want to prepare all our 
students for college and careers. The CDE is committed to helping educators learn more about SEL and 
how to make this a part of every child’s school experience.”6 
 
The Department of Education has set forth the SEL school and life skills students need to develop. They 
are: 

■ Understand and manage emotions7 (or “I understand and manage emotions” as set forth on 
MBUSD’s “SEL Skills/Competencies” wheel. 8).  This SEL skill is already provided in music classes. 9 

■ Feel and show empathy for others  (or “I show empathy for others”).  This SEL skill is already 
provided in music classes. 10 

■ Set and achieve positive goals  (or “I achieve positive goals”). This SEL skill is already provided 
in music classes. 11 

■ Establish and maintain positive relationships (or “I maintain positive relationships”). This SEL 
skill is already provided in music classes. 12 

■ Make responsible decisions  (or “I make responsible decisions”).  This SEL skill is already 
provided in music classes. 13 
 
While it may well be that dedicated blocks of time - such as thoughtfully structured, small-group, 
Advisory/Tutorial periods - are aligned with best practices and are an effective way to foster a 
foundation of SEL at the middle school level (and conveniently ignoring the 60m Reading time and 25m 
Homeroom that are already in the current schedule), it is also true  that music classes - truly all elective 
and even some/all World Language classes - are already delivering  those SEL benefits as explained 
above. In doing so, these classes actually embody the only objective that is required by the Department 
of Education - that social emotional learning be woven into every classroom. 
 
Music classes have long been recognized, both within educational circles and in the broader professional 
landscape in general, as inherently embodying SEL as a natural and inextricable function of the class 

6 California Department of Education, Guidance and Resources for Supporting Social and Emotional Learning - 
https://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/se/index.asp   (emphasis added). 
7 https://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/se/index.asp. 
8 As set forth on the District’s “Educational Services Department” space on their website - 
https://www.mbusd.org/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=138436&type=d&pREC_ID=1817892 
9 Currently being provided because: “ Musical experiences can help us connect with deep emotions. Sometimes music even elicits 
measurable physiological responses such as “chills” or “goosebumps,” providing students the opportunity to reflect on the influence 
emotions have on their physical and psychological states.” “Music Education and Social Emotional Learning” - 
https://nafme.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/NAfME-SEL-Brochure-May-2020.pdf 
10 Currently being provided because:  “In music you have to listen to each other. You have to create harmony with other instruments. You 
have to listen differently. And when you apply that in society you are a different person. You are a different human.” – Gustavo Dudamel 
11 Currently being provided because both individual and ensemble-wide goal setting and accomplishment are “baked into the cake” in 
music class - they are so fundamental to the structure of the class itself they can’t not happen. This SEL goal is inherent and inextricable 
from music electives. 
12 Currently being provided because: “ The most conducive environment for SEL is one that includes positive developmental relationships. 
Music education can provide contexts for those relationships through encouraging collaboration and creativity in a safe environment.” 
“Music Education and Social Emotional Learning” - https://nafme.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/NAfME-SEL-Brochure-May-2020.pdf 
13 Currently being provided because: “ Music educators often work with the same students in class multiple years, positioning them well to 
positively impact students’ individual growth.” “Music Education and Social Emotional Learning” - 
https://nafme.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/NAfME-SEL-Brochure-May-2020.pdf . Furthermore, it must be acknowledged that 
removing elective choice undermines a student’s ability to make responsible decisions for themselves on the most fundamental level. 
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itself.  In summarizing the research on SEL in music class, the National Association for Music Education 
(NAfME) noted: 
 

● Music educators often work with the same students in class multiple years, positioning them well 
to positively impact students’ individual growth. 

● The most conducive environment for SEL is one that includes positive developmental 
relationships. Music education can provide contexts for those relationships through encouraging 
collaboration and creativity in a safe environment. 

● Musical experiences can help us connect with deep emotions. Sometimes music even elicits 
measurable physiological responses such as “chills” or “goosebumps,” providing students the 
opportunity to reflect on the influence emotions have on their physical and psychological states. 

● Music programs involve school staff, families, and local communities, supporting alignment of 
the parties necessary to support social emotional development. 

 
Furthermore, as was pointed out during the Presentation, if students feel “connection” with even one 
“trusted adult” on campus it makes them “more resilient and have a stronger sense of well-being.”14  It 
cannot be ignored that for an overwhelming number of students their elective teacher is  that trusted 
adult. 15 This is especially so in VAPA classes, where students have the same teacher year to year, and so 
develop the exact connection that was recognized as being crucial to student well-being. 
 
In short, woven into the nature of music classes are the very SEL components  the District recognizes as 
valuable, essential to student wellbeing, and required by the State to be entwined into each school day. 
Since these benefits are already being provided by music classes (and indeed, all VAPA electives and 
even World Languages), and in light of the universal acceptance of both the importance of SEL, why 
would the District conclude that cutting those SEL-rich electives is an acceptable cost?  
 
If the proposed bell schedules preserved those electives while adding in dedicated SEL time, this would 
be a different discussion (something that is indeed possible to do under alternative schedules, including 
those listed above - 7 Subject Rolling Block; 7 Subject 2 Day Block).  However, because the proposals 
seek to create additional SEL time at the cost of eliminating the very electives that are currently 
providing the exact benefits the Department of Education asks us to value (and indeed, that students 
have overwhelmingly and repeatedly said they  value), the proposed schedules embody an 
unconscionable trade off.  It is nonsensical to adopt a bell schedule that eliminates the self-same classes 
that are currently delivering, in exemplary fashion, the very objective sought to be gained by the new 
schedule.  In fact, it’s reasonable to state that while dedicated SEL time is increasing in the proposed 
schedules by an average of 35m per week, students are actually losing 215m of SEL-beneficial time in 7th 
& 8th  Grade – a huge net loss. 
 
It would be an interesting analysis to see how many of those students deemed most in need of 
SEL/Intervention are currently in the music program.  Perhaps simply encouraging these students to 
participate in Music, for example, may provide much of the desired beneficial effect on their social & 

14 Bell Schedule Presentation to the Board of Trustees, dated 1/13/21 at timestamp 18:10-18:40. 
15 See Generally: Student Board Representative comments from 2019-2020 and Public Comments from MBUSD Board of Trustees Meetings 

dated April 15, 2020, January 13, 2021 and January 20, 2021. 
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emotional health.  Of course, this may also require the provision of introductory Music classes, 
something that has been recommended in the recent Music Subcommittee Report to the Board.16 
 
 
Impact on Electives and World Languages at MBMS & Mira Costa 
 
It is very clear that the proposed 6 Period schedules will have a huge detrimental impact on all MBMS 
Electives and World Languages.  Most of these electives provide a direct pipeline to the equivalent 
programs at Mira Costa, especially the GrammyⓇ Award winning Music Program.  
 
For a start, the reduction from seven subjects to six would force instrumental music to cut one ensemble 
immediately.  This is because the instrumental music teacher currently teaches seven classes - three 
band and four orchestra classes. 
 
Furthermore, given that 8th  Grade students would have to choose between taking a World Language or 
an elective, it is eminently conceivable that the majority of students would drop their current electives. 
Consequently, there would be a break in the continuity of education that would decimate the high 
school elective programs (those same programs that high school students overwhelmingly and 
consistently say are most important to them for their wellbeing).  Dropping an elective in 8th  Grade (e.g., 
Music, another VAPA or a STEM course) means that a student will more likely continue to exclude that 
subject from their 9th  Grade schedule and beyond.  Even if it was picked up again, the students would 
almost certainly have regressed from the level of attainment that they achieved in 7th  Grade level, 
causing huge disparities of skill level across all 9th  Graders, resulting in significant disruption to the 
quality of the high school programs involving Music, Drama, STEM etc. 
 
Consequently, if the pipeline of students interested in music and other classes is cut off during the 8th 
grade year then the corresponding programs at the high school are substantially affected.  Because of 
the District’s adherence to a “low enrollment classes get cut” budgetary policy, elective courses are 
perpetually kept on an insecure precipice.  Having fewer students is a death knell for elective courses, 
one that would be irresponsible to ignore.  If those courses go away (as they most assuredly would if 
either new bell schedule is adopted) it impacts the social and emotional wellbeing of every single high 
school student who otherwise would have enjoyed SEL benefits in their elective course.  Even if the 
various music courses are still offered, the size and quality of the ensembles would immediately be 
impacted.  After all, music classes are unique in that the quality and experience improve as the class 
sizes increase.  Furthermore, since electives are one of the few courses that frequently have students in 
all grades taking the same class, the impact will be immediately felt by Juniors and Seniors, not just 
Freshmen and Sophomores. 
 
The lessening of the music program quality, precipitated by the forced interruption in 8th  Grade, could 
conceivably lead to its total collapse as it becomes less attractive to both students and faculty, leading to 
dwindling enrollment and staff turnover and a catastrophic impact on SEL across all Elementary and 

16 MBUSD Music Subcommittee Examining the K-12 Music Program; Report to the Board of Trustees - 

https://mbmusiccoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/Music-Subcommittee-Report-Published-2321.pdf  
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Secondary levels.  Given the well-documented benefits of exposure to music during early grades in 
Elementary, there would eventually be a negative impact on academic achievement levels across all 
grades. 
 
Ironically, incapacitating the music program by removing an 8th grade elective would eventually drive 
financial costs up as the District would need to hire more FTE in the other electives (due to class size 
differentials that favor music) and potentially drive families from the district, given how much the Music 
program is a magnet for families 17, resulting in lower State and local funding.  On the other hand, driving 
increased enrollment in music would yield substantial savings due to their larger class sizes, providing 
extra funds to invest in other academic classes and programs, as well as leading to increased District 
enrollment overall. 
 
Regarding World Languages, choosing not to take a World Language in 8th  Grade and to stay in Music, 
for example, has similarly large ramifications for that Mira Costa department.  These students would 
then be taking World Language I in 9th  Grade vs. World Language II, as is the norm now.  Furthermore, 
following the usual sequential pathway, it would be impossible to take an AP in that World Language by 
12th  Grade.  Consequently, could Costa even afford to provide that AP option if so few students are 
eligible to qualify?  And if the less popular options can’t sustain AP classes, does that mean that 
individual language pathways become less attractive, leading to even less enrollment and eventual 
elimination? 
 
It’s feasible that these students could choose to accelerate in World Language by choosing to take it 
over the Summer before 9th  Grade.  However, that would preclude taking Geometry instead, since that is 
still unavailable in 8th  Grade, or Biology, which would prevent adding an extra elective in 9th  Grade like 
Model United Nations (MUN), potentially impacting another of the world class programs at Mira Costa. 
All of these scenarios would increase student stress levels and decrease SEL besides the obvious impact 
on enrollment levels in various elective and required academic courses at Costa, jeopardizing the 
feasibility of many of the more popular courses there. 
 
Several School Board members commented during the presentation on the apparent failure to develop 
the bell schedule proposals in conjunction with interested stakeholders, such as the high school. This 
point is extremely well taken.  
 
 
Potential Impact of the Proposed Bell Schedules on Learning Center Students 
 
In advocating for the proposed bell schedules, the administration implores that we think of the “good of 
ALL students” (emphasis original). 18 Setting aside the irony of this position, the implication that electives, 

17 See, e.g.: Public Comments, Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees dated April 15, 2020, Part 1; Public Comments, Regular Meeting of 
the Board of Trustees dated April 15, 2020, Part 2; Public Comments, Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees dated January 13, 2021, Part 
1; Public Comments, Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees dated January 13, 2021, Part 2; Public Comments, Regular Meeting of the 
Board of Trustees dated January 13, 2021, Part 3; Public Comments, Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees dated January 20, 2021, Part 
1; Public Comments, Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees dated January 20, 2021, Part 2. 
18 “MBMS News #10” Communication from Principal Rose Ahrens, dated 1/15/21). 
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and arts education in particular, aren’t already benefiting all students is rather astonishing. At the same 
time, it must be mentioned that there is a critical population — relatively small though it may  be — that 
would be inordinately impacted by these proposed bell schedules: Learning Center students. 
 
Consideration must be given to the disproportionate impact either proposed bell schedule would have 
on IEP Students who are enrolled in Learning Center. Learning Center would become their one and only 
elective, cutting them off from Music or other stimulating electives where they can shine.  For many of 
these students, an elective such as music provides a rare chance to participate on an equal basis with 
their peers and to make friends with students of all abilities across every grade. 
 
We believe Learning Center students are deserving of access and equity in music education, a position 
that is in accord with NAfME’s statement on the topic: 
 

“All students deserve access to and equity in the delivery of music education, one of the subjects 
deemed necessary in federal law for a well-rounded education, which is at the heart of NAfME’s 
stated mission: to advance music education by promoting the understanding and making of music 
by all.” 19 

 
Going back to the voluminous public comments from the community, there is ample evidence at the 
District’s fingertips about the importance of elective choice to Learning Center students. 6th grade 
students already lost the ability to enroll in an elective currently with Learning Center when 6th grade 
Zero Period was eliminated as part of the 2019-20 budget reductions. It isn’t right or proper to ignore 
the needs of this population despite its proportionally smaller size. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
There are real issues that need to be addressed concerning student/teacher load, SEL, teacher 
collaboration etc. at the middle school.  However, sacrificing electives and reducing access to world 
languages are not trivial costs nor acceptable collateral damage.  As has been shown, the current 
proposals would not meet their declared objectives and will likely have a detrimental impact on SEL at 
both the middle school and high school, as well as having a negative financial and reputational impact 
due to the end result of substantial, potentially even fatal, damage to many of the district’s flagship 
programs, especially music.  
 
Unfortunately, the work on the proposed bell schedules, however well-meaning, was primarily done in 
isolation, without input from other stakeholders, or coordination with the high school to assure 
continuity. Fortunately, examples of innovative schedules that accommodate all priorities — teacher 
collaboration time, advisory/tutorial blocks, and electives — abound.  The related issues of onerous 
student/teacher load and excessive class sizes need to be addressed directly and transparently, rather 
than through opaque second order effects of other educational initiatives. 
 

19 “Equity and Access in Music Education” position statement by the National Association for Music Education  - 

https://nafme.org/about/position-statements/equity-access/ 
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Consequently, we believe that both proposed bell schedules should be rejected, and that the work of 
designing a new schedule must begin again. We urge this to take place in a balanced environment, 
paying particular attention to the current data and coming realities - both legal and experiential. We 
encourage all involved to turn an unerring eye towards the stability and support students will need 
when they return to a traditional in person school day, hopefully in the Fall, when the imprint of 
Covid-19 and a year’s worth of distance learning and estrangement from the social rhythms of school life 
will begin to make themselves known. This makes it even more imperative that we implement a 
well-designed, thoughtful and educationally sound bell schedule that meets all needs across the board. 
One that enhances the student experience and which offers them MORE not LESS, especially given how 
much they have already sacrificed over the past year.  
 
As to whether the District can afford to implement these changes in the current financial environment, 
we would say that the District and the Board cannot afford not to.  The District lost over 500 previously 
enrolled students this year to a variety of public, private and parochial schools in other districts and even 
states, including some to homeschooling.  Every 10 students that are enticed back to our schools provide 
enough state funding to finance an additional FTE/teacher.  Getting back just to the District enrollment 
levels of 2019-20 generates an extra $5 million annually in state funding over current revenues20 
projected by the Administration, not counting the obvious resultant increase in related local funding. 
Even a fraction of that incremental enrollment would easily finance the necessary investment in 
lowering average class sizes and student/teacher loads, as well as implementing the recommendations 
of the Music Subcommittee Report, which would yield further financial, academic and social & 
emotional benefits in the years ahead. 
 
Note that if these “lost” students don’t come back this coming year, it’s inevitable that they will never 
come back. Eliminating electives almost guarantees that students will stay in their new placements 
(where they likely do have elective choice and the student retention apparatus is already established 
and perfected) and makes it that much harder for MBUSD to present itself as an appealing option. Once 
committed to a private school placement - which typically happens in early March for the following 
school year - families are contractually obligated for the full tuition regardless of whether their student 
continues to attend, meaning there is still an open window, albeit very narrow and rapidly closing. We 
have one shot to get this right. 
 
Fortunately, the opportunity still exists to signal successfully to parents that they can confidently return 
to the District, by confirming that elective choice will be preserved for the 2020-21 school year. 
Following that, the combination of the impact of SB 328 (Late Start Times), the relatively positive 
student experience of the current block schedules and the new teacher contract, together with the need 
and desire to provide an attractive educational environment to returning and prospective students, 
should provide the urgency and motivation required to identify the optimal solution to benefit all 
students. 

20 Manhattan Beach Unified School District 2020-21 Budget Workshop - January 20, 2021 

https://go.boarddocs.com/ca/mbusd/Board.nsf/files/BXFVA37FBD0D/$file/Budget%20Workshop%20Presentation%2001.20.21.pdf 
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